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the field of information security of Taiwan. He founded the Chinese Cryptography and Information 

Security Association, accelerating information security the application and development and 

consulting on the government policy. He is also the recipient of several awards, including the Top 

Citation Award from Pattern Recognition Letters, Outstanding Scholar Award from Journal of 

Systems and Software, and Ten Outstanding Young Men Award of Taiwan. He was elected as a 
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Title of Speech: Sharing Secrets Using Dual Images with Cheating Detection 

 

Abstract: Secret sharing is an important technique to ensure well protection of transmitted 

information by dividing a secret message into several shadows that are held among a set of 

participants. In this talk, I will introduce a novel secret sharing method using two 

meaningful digital images with cheating detection. It allows a dealer to share a secret message into 

two different meaningful images through the guidance of the turtle shell magic matrix. Then, after 

performing a permutation operation, two meaningful shadow images are generated and 

distributed to two participants. The secret message can be reconstructed only when both 

participants cooperate by releasing real shadow images. Honest participant in this method can 

easily detect whether the other participant is cheating via presenting a faked shadow. Experimental 

results show that this method ensures high quality of shadow images and good embedding 

capacity. The cheating detection process is also effective and very easy to implement. 


